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Welcome to Enterprise Social Intranet: SharePoint

Today’s business world is mobile—and boundless. Globalization is accelerating the need for more efficient systems.

- Office communication is undergoing massive changes. Enterprise social collaboration is taking over.
- Through your participation today, you can join us in this exciting revolution.
What We’ll Cover

- Review a few key social features of SharePoint 2013
- Understand how an organization can benefit from utilizing these features
- See a live demo in action
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1100+ Staff working from 15 offices in 8 countries.
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Why Switch to Social?

**Faster, Better Output**
“Executives and managers using internal social technologies can raise their productivity by 20 to 25 percent.”
*(McKinsey Global Institute)*

**More Efficient**
“Workplace distraction can cost businesses $600 billion a year. Connect remotely to a more focused work environment 24/7.”
*(Telework Research Network)*

**A Hub of Connections and Solutions**
The past was static content. Today, it’s a breathing, thriving network fueled by human collaboration with people and ideas at every corner, accessible anytime - and from anywhere.
SharePoint 2013 Social Advantage

Micro-blogging
Share content, links and media quickly. Follow people, posts, content and conversations.

Discussion
SharePoint provides a modern, intuitive and fun, threaded discussion tool.

Communities
Community sites with self-service administration and moderation.
PROBLEM

Q?

A!
SCENARIO
Recently upgraded from SharePoint 2010 to SharePoint 2013

Wants to collaborate with employees and create reusable content for onboarding process

Global presence in 8 countries
Summary

Discover
- Create Newsfeed
- Identify volunteers

Collaborate
- Engage in Conversation
- Public & Private Communities

Organize
- Tag content
- Generic / department Specific

Share
- Central knowledge repository
- Actionable results
To help the onboarding process we plan to develop a series of "#HOW-TO" videos. Any volunteers / suggestions?

I have directed a couple of short films, I can pitch in.

I have been participating in school plays and I have drama skills 😊

Hmmm, topic suggestion - How to apply for a leave?

I know the process in and out...

Follow
CVP Engineering

Lets take the discussion private.

I shared a document - scripts, storyline and how to do it, etc...

Look at this picture - we can use this as a poster...

I’ll update the dialogues...

Edited version of the movie...

Looks awesome!
LIVE DEMO
QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
On-The-Go

White Papers

Is SharePoint Online right for you? Gain valuable insights on Social, Search and WCM features.

Presentation

Webinar recording and PDF export will be available soon.
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